


They are also strongly advocated and promoted by the leaders of most contries. 
CZ is going on in these aspects and has achieved certain results, which are 
consistent with the value of themost countries and their leaders. Meanwhile, since 
the innovations, technology development, entrepreneurship investment and value-
oriented finance etc. driven by CZ are also welcomed and awaited by most 
countries in the world, CZ will smoothly expand to most countries around the 
world.

the advancement and development of the innovations, technology development,
entrepreneurship investment and value finance.

CZ is pushing1



CZ is not only a real value-oriented 
cryptocurrency/high-value cryptocurrency but also a 
trustworthy financial portal/mainstream portal and 
financial platform, unicorn with great influence and 
credibility. Since its establishment, CZ (including the 
predecessor of CZ) never recommend any 
questionable financial product. After years of 
confirmation, what CZ has advocated has proved to be 
right, which few others can say the same. Its value-
oriented property is the key! CZ has become an 
influential leader, with immense weight!
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Influence
and

Credibility:



CZ currently has 12 applicable scenarios, and the number will expand to 10s of thousands or even 
100s of thousands scenarios. Aside from the scenarios developed by us, CZ will open to third-
party developers who can join CZ’s platform to develop applicable scenarios. CZ will also 
cooperate with other application scenarios, adopt multi-mode cooperation with others.

The Value of Applicable Scenarios：

In several fields, some of the particular applicable scenarios of CZ are growing into the world’s 
number one or top independent platform (such as technology or innovation platforms), which are 
all CZ’s sub-platforms.

CZ’s platform will introduce more language versions and will be implemented in most countries 
of the world.
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CZ is a trustworthy financial portal/mainstream portal and financial platform, unicorn with great influence and 
credibility both domestically and globally. Its value-oriented property is the key! Currently, the market value of a 
single full-service of CZ’s scenarios is hundreds of thousands of yuan. Providing the full- service once 
corresponds to the consumption of 1 CZ. In other words, 1 CZ is equivalent to the value of hundreds of thousands 
of yuan.

As CZ’s applicable scenarios keep expanding, accessing to third- party scenarios and cooperating with external 
applicable scenarios, the value of CZ will continue to increase. Its influence will also increase. In the foreseeable 
future, the value of the single-use of CZ’s scenarios full-service will be much higher and the value increase 
potential is going to be more substantial. These are real values that can be seen with your own eyes.

4 Prices

CZ, Value-Driven. The current price is low, and the appreciation potential has been reserved. 
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First and foremost, CZ is a global cryptocurrency. CZ’s 
platform will be established in most countries in the 
world. The number of buyers, followers, and users are 
enormous, enough to support CZ at the value of 
hundreds of thousands of yuan (of each CZ).
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Diamond suppliers have currently contacted us, hoping to build cooperation with 
CZ. They want to link their diamonds with CZ in some aspects to enhance their sales. 
It will further strengthen the value and recognition of CZ, and the base (number) of 
people who accept, buy, and invest in CZ will once again rise dramatically.

Diamond suppliers are just one of many companies that have contacted CZ. Many 
companies in various industries have already contacted CZ, expressing their 
intention to develop a strategic partnership with CZ (there will be many in the 
future). CZ’s value- oriented property is the key to promote their business and 
product and to form a win-win situation with CZ! The value of CZ will again increase!



3 As CZ grows, the big capitals, consortia would not let go of CZ, for it is such a 

rare opportunity. After these big capital going in, first, the value of CZ will rise 

again, and second, they will push CZ’s development to another level.



CZ the real Value-Driven 
digital currency, which 
promotes the advancement 
and development of 
innovation, technology, 
entrepreneurship investment, 
value-oriented finance etc... 
The price is currently 
undervalued. 

Amid the big changes in the 
cryptocurrency community, Air 
Coin and MLM are in declining 
stage.The Change is Brought by a 
real Value-Oriented digital currency. 
CZ is the forerunner of this 
revolution! (The cryptocurrency 
community’s future belongs to 
the real value-oriented digital 
currency)

It can be expected that CZ will 
subsequently dominate the entire 
blockchain and cryptocurrency 
community, and Sichelschnitt
（Sickle harvest） the Air 
Coin/MLM coins. This shows the 
culture deposits of the real value-
oriented digital currency, which is 
one of many advantages of CZ.



As a value investment, not gambling, the right cryptocurrency is critical for cultivating the social value and 

strengthening economic growth. Digital currencies transcend international borders. If it has real value, beneficial 

to the people and the society, such as the digital currency like CZ, it is worth your attention and worth investing. 

Because this cryptocurrency can be easily implemented and adopted by most countries in the world for its 

favorable effect on the economy, the future valuation of the digital currency is very exciting .

The other cryptocurrencies, such as BTC, Air Coin and MLM, are incapable of achieving, which are not well-

received by many countries globally. Air Coin and MLM will not be welcomed in the future.



Why is CZ Better than BTC?

2. CZ:
CZ promotes innovation, technology, entrepreneurship 

investment, and value- oriented finance,etc., which are also 

strongly advocated and promoted by the leaders of most 

contries. CZ is going on in these aspects and has achieved 

certain results, which are consistent with the value of themost 

countries and their leaders. Meanwhile, since the innovations, 

technology development, entrepreneurship investment and 

value- oriented finance etc. driven by CZ are also welcomed 

and awaited by most countries in the world, CZ will smoothly 

expand to most countries around the world.

1. BTC:

BTC is mainly hype and payment 

transactions,The so-called "mining" 

wastes huge energy, not to mention 

the exchange manipulation and other 

criminal activities, which are the 

reasons why Bitcoin is unpopular in 

most countries. Comparing with BTC, 

CZ is fundamentally different.



Values not shown in this article:

1. For part of CZ’s values not shown in this article, please refer to "Detailed 

Introduction to CZ " and other information.

2. More value of CZ has not yet been disclosed due to trade secrets; At the same time, 

CZ will have a series of follow-up action, which will also add considerable value! 



CZ, the Real Value-Driven Digital 
Currency!



CZ Customer Service

Telegram: @cjzvipe       QQ: 318059325      E-mail: cz@cjz.vip


